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Our Partnering Philosophy

� At INDEX Consultants we believe that the team is greater than the sum of its parts

� We Partner with experts in their field to help you experience the right business and technology outcome.

� Together we work through your challenges and form the best and most suitably skilled team. We believe in
expertise and focus. We know we can’t be all things to everyone; that’s why our partnership model is in place
so we can offer best of industry specialisation.

� You can liken it to building a house, with INDEX Consultants as the Master Builder. We put in place the designs,
plans, permits and manage the build for you end-to-end.At some point you will need a plumber, concreter and
an electrician, and that is where our expert partners come in. You will need a single point of contact
and responsibility, and that’s us!

� We like to solve problems, and we know that we can’t possibly know everything. At INDEX we have built
a community to help our clients thrive.
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✓ 25% reduced PMO running costs

✓ A clear strategy

� Device as a Service (DaaS)

� Device Asset Management (DAS)

� Device Management, Workflow & Fleet Optimisation

� Strategy & Architecture Reviews
and Recommendations

� PMO as a Service

� Capability Uplift & Training

� Software Licence Review / Health check

� Licence Optimisation

� Licence Audit Defence

� Software Asset Management (SAM) as a Service

✓ 33% reduced software
licence spend

✓ Decreased risk

✓ 30% reduction of device costs

✓ Significant improvements in Net
Promoter Score (NPS)
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� IT departments provide an operational service but often struggle to articulate the business benefits of moving to
the cloud

� CEO’s and CFO’s aren’t adequately informed of the organisations tech roadmap

� Several of our clients have been charged unexpected software license ‘true up’ fees

� Often organisations are out of compliance with their software

� Clients can reduce IT costs by getting control of the software usage

� CIO’s are concerned that their ‘on-premises’ contracts may increase their spend if they migrate to the cloud

� Organisations often don’t know how many devices they own and/or lease

Executive headaches & IT Spend
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Architecture & Integration 
Department of Immigration and Border Protection

INDEX Consultants worked with the department to consolidate their legacy and disparate systems as a result of the merger 

of two departments - Immigration and Customs. At an Architecture level, there was number of IT challenges in determining 

what systems would need to be evolved.

INDEX Architects and our Business and Systems Analysts delivered services across a range of system integration projects. 

Our lead architects developed technology roadmaps and blueprints for the department’s compliance and enforcement 

capabilities. They also provided guidance and advice to departmental executives, programmeteams, project delivery teams 

and other relevant stakeholders.

Our Services provided:

� Technology roadmaps and blueprints

� Architectural guidance, advice and stakeholder management

� Quality assurance on architecture artefacts

� Governance
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The DaaS solution allowed this global professional services firm to simplify the IT lifecycle of computing devices, improve

employee satisfaction and provide greater transparency at reduced costs.

Working closely with the Service Delivery teams, 14 sites were supported across APAC and 9,500 devices were deployed 

using the DaaSmodel.

Since deployment the firm has observed consistent improvement across user and customer experience, cost transparency

and fleet management.

The overall DaaS solution provided 3 key outcomes:

� Net Promoter Score – previously recorded at 73% and since deploying DaaS is recorded at 98%

� Cost Saving of 30% - Device utilisation dropped from 1.41 devices per end user to 1.11

� Costs savings of >$5M were realised in the first year post engagement

Device as a Service (DaaS) 
Global Professional Services & Financial Advisory Firm 
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The client thought they were paying excessive licencing costs but had no way of validating that nor a position to negotiate 

with the vendor each year renewal fees were due. They had previously failed a vendor audit and received an significant 
licence ‘true up’ fee. Their operation had changed and grown over the past 5 years and software consolidation was a key 

activity for the CIO.

There were two phases of the engagement:

1. Implementing an effective internal audit

2. Manage the negotiation process with the vendor to deliver best possible financial and business outcome

The engagement delivered a number of significant wins for the client:

� Accurate analysis of the software use

� Created internal capability to manage software licences

� Reduced risk by ensuring an accurate understanding of
software assets leading to audit protection

� Significant reduction of software licence costs

� Significant reduction of software support costs

Software Licencing Services 
A financial services provider
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Who we work with
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INDEX is an

OUTSOURCING  
Inc. 

company

Over the last 15 years 
we’ve worked with 

1,200
clients

In Australia,  
Outsourcing has over 

5,000 
staff

Our consultants aver-
age  

15+ Years’
industry experience

Annual group sales 
of almost

$700m

INDEX is a preferred 
supplier to the 

VIC, NSW, 
QLD & Federal 

Governments

In FY19 INDEX 
successfully delivered

100+
separate client 

solutions

INDEX is certified to
ISO 9001:2015

Who we are at a glance...



Get in touch

Paul Martinico
Practice Manager

0438 844 199 
paul.martinico@index.com.au 

Level 35, 360 Collins Street, Melbourne
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